Abstract. Terrestrial climate is influenced by various land-atmosphere interactions that involve numerous land surface state variables. In several regions on Earth, soil moisture plays an important role for climate through its control on the partitioning of net radiation into sensible and latent heat fluxes and, consequently, its impact on temperature and precipitation. The Global Land-Atmosphere Climate Experiment-Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (GLACE-CMIP5) aims to quantify the impact of soil moisture on these important climate variables and to trace the individual coupling mechanisms. GLACE-
transported as heat to the atmosphere, and it warms up the soil. The partitioning of net radiation into these latent, sensible, and ground heat fluxes is of fundamental importance for the investigation of climate because the shares of the single fluxes influence various basic climate variables, such as temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric humidity.
In several regions of the world, soil moisture impacts the partitioning of net radiation by exerting control on latent heat flux (Koster et al., 2004; Seneviratne et al., 2010) . Numerous studies analyzed the coupling strength between soil moisture and 5 latent heat flux and tried to identify the regions where soil moisture influences atmospheric conditions and, thus, climate. Using the correlation between evapotranspiration and radiation and contrasting it to the correlation between evapotranspiration and precipitation, Teuling et al. (2009) identified regions with either radiation or soil moisture control on latent heat flux. Dirmeyer (2011) introduced a metric that combines the sensitivity of latent heat flux to soil moisture changes with typical soil moisture variations and quantified the coupling strength therewith. Koster et al. (2009) used an idealized framework for describing the 10 relation between soil moisture and evaporative fraction (the share of net radiation going into latent heat flux) that allows to distinguish between different soil moisture regimes (Koster et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2010) .
Other metrics focus on the impact of soil moisture changes on atmospheric variables. Koster et al. (2004) used the precipitation based Ω P -metric (introduced by Koster et al., 2000) to quantify the impact of soil moisture on precipitation. Adapting this measure to investigate the effect of soil moisture on temperature, Seneviratne et al. (2006) showed the importance of land-15 atmosphere coupling for future summer temperature projections in Europe. Soil moisture-temperature coupling was further examined by Miralles et al. (2012) who established the Π-metric, which is based on the correlation of (potential) sensible heat flux and temperature. They used it to identify regions with strong soil moisture effects on temperature. Zscheischler et al. (2015) introduced the Vegetation-Atmosphere Coupling (VAC) index that can serve as proxy for estimating the coupling strength between soil moisture and latent heat flux. This index was used by Sippel et al. (2017) to diagnose land-atmosphere coupling 20 in climate models, reanalyses, and observation based datasets. Their results indicate an overestimation of land-atmosphere coupling in models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5). Other approaches to diagnose land-atmosphere interactions include wavelet correlation analysis (Casagrande et al., 2015) or consider processes in the atmospheric boundary layer to reflect the full land-atmosphere coupling chain Miralles et al., 2014; Santanello et al., 2015) . 25 Through its control on the partitioning of net radiation into latent and sensible heat fluxes, soil moisture can have a pronounced impact on near-surface air temperature (Seneviratne et al., 2010; Miralles et al., 2012; Hirschi et al., 2014; Schwingshackl et al., 2017) . Particulary during droughts and heat waves the impact of soil moisture on temperature can become very strong. Using the standardized precipitation index (SPI) as a proxy for soil moisture, Hirschi et al. (2011) and Mueller and Seneviratne (2012) showed that in transitional climate regimes the number of heat wave days in the hottest month of the year 30 depends on preceding moisture conditions. Moreover, soil moisture and the yearly maximum value of daily maximum temperature TX x exhibit a negative linear relationship in Europe (Whan et al., 2015) , emphasizing the crucial role of soil moisture for temperature extremes. Miralles et al. (2014) modeling experiments, Hauser et al. (2016) showed that extreme soil moisture conditions as observed during the 2010 Russian heat wave strongly contribute to increased risks of similar events.
Studying soil moisture-climate coupling is often limited by the sparse availability of soil moisture observations. In situ measurements are relatively rare and restricted to a few regions (Seneviratne et al., 2010; Dorigo et al., 2011) . For global studies, an alternative approach consists in using satellite-based soil moisture estimates. While satellites provide quasi-global 5 coverage, data availability is poor in regions with dense vegetation cover and reliable soil moisture measurements are only available since the 1990s (de Jeu et al., 2008; Dorigo et al., 2017) . Moreover, remote-sensing can only provide surface soil moisture but no direct root zone soil moisture estimations.
As a consequence of these limitations for the use of observations, model simulations have been widely employed to investigate the impact of soil moisture on atmospheric conditions and climate. The Global Land-Atmosphere Climate Experiments
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(GLACE-1 and GLACE-2; Koster et al., 2006 Koster et al., , 2010 van den Hurk et al., 2011) , for example, were used to investigate soil moisture-precipitation and soil moisture-temperature coupling on seasonal timescales. For studying long-term effects, these experiments were further extended to include several CMIP5 models (GLACE-CMIP5; Seneviratne et al., 2013) . GLACE-CMIP5 was extensively used to investigate various features of land-atmosphere coupling. Berg et al. (2014) analyzed soil moisture-atmosphere interactions, in particular their effect on temperature, in GFDL Earth System Model simulations that con-15 tributed to GLACE-CMIP5. Lorenz et al. (2015) performed GLACE-1 and GLACE-CMIP5 experiments with the ACCESS1.3b model and applied several land-atmosphere coupling measures to investigate the impact of soil moisture on atmospheric conditions in the different soil moisture experiments. Berg et al. (2015) investigated terrestrial and atmospheric contributions to the correlation between temperature and precipitation using the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments. Moreover, soil moisture trends and land-atmosphere feedbacks were found to contribute to future aridity increase (Berg et al., 2016) and to be important for 20 explaining future temperature and precipitation changes in the tropics (May et al., 2015) .
Additionally, GLACE-CMIP5 models were used to study the impact of soil moisture on extremes. Lorenz et al. (2016) highlighted the effect of soil moisture on both temperature and precipitation extremes. However, they also found that the large variability of soil moisture trends in the single GLACE-CMIP5 models leads to large uncertainties for projections of future climate extremes. Recently, Vogel et al. (2017) showed that the soil moisture prescription in the different GLACE-CMIP5 25 experiments has a strong impact on TX x with higher TX x occurring at lower soil moisture contents.
GLACE-CMIP5 simulations provide thus a rich source to examine soil moisture-climate coupling. Moreover, the fact that the single simulations only differ from each other in the way soil moisture is prescribed, makes it possible to attribute emerging differences to the soil moisture shifts. Here we present a theoretical approach to quantify the effect that the different soil moisture prescriptions in the various GLACE-CMIP5 experiments have on evaporative faction EF and daily maximum near-surface 30 air temperature TX. The approach is based on the distinct impact of soil moisture θ on EF and TX in different soil moisture regimes. A major advantage of this theoretic approach is that it enables to emulate GLACE-style soil moisture prescription. In particular, it can be applied directly to CMIP5 models without the need of performing additional model simulations. We use this approach to investigate how soil moisture shifts across GLACE-CMIP5 experiments influence EF and TX. Additionally, the resulting relations are applied to estimate the soil moisture contribution to TX x and compared to the Vogel et al. (2017) estimations.
Theoretical background: EF(θ) framework
Soil moisture can have an impact on the exchange of water and energy between land and atmosphere through its control on latent heat flux. This relationship can be specified using a simple framework that connects EF to soil moisture (Koster et al., 5 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2010) . The framework, illustrated in Figure 1a , distinguishes between three different soil moisture regimes: 1) the wet soil moisture regime where EF is independent of soil moisture, 2) the transitional regime in which EF and soil moisture are linearly coupled, and 3) the dry regime in which EF is zero. Schwingshackl et al. (2017) show the applicability of this framework to describe spatio-temporal variations of the EF(θ) relationship for several datasets and use the resulting EF(θ) curve to classify the different soil moisture regimes. They further employ the framework to analyze the effect 10 of soil moisture variations on the surface energy balance and TX individually in the different regimes.
Based on ten-fold cross validation their methodology first selects for each grid point separately the best curve for describing EF(θ) from a pool of possible, preselected functions. The obtained functional relationship is then used to estimate the two soil moisture values that separate the three regimes, that is, the wilting point (θ wilt ), separating dry and transitional regimes, and the critical point (θ crit ), separating the transitional and wet regimes. This allows for the unique attribution of each daily soil Using this approach, the sensitivity of EF to soil moisture variations (i.e., the gradient ∂EF/∂θ) can be estimated in the different soil moisture regimes separately. (Note that although the EF(θ) framework requires a constant line in the wet regime, the actual fitting routine optimizes the location of the wilting and critical points. As a result, when calculating ∂EF/∂θ from 20 the daily EF and soil moisture estimates, the slope in the wet regime is small, but not necessarily identical to zero.) Similarly, the sensitivity of TX to soil moisture changes can be quantified in each regime. The sensitivity is expected to differ between the soil moisture regimes due to the distinct impact of soil moisture on the partitioning of net radiation into latent and sensible heat fluxes in each of the regimes. The gradient ∂TX/∂θ is strongest in the transitional regime, in which soil moisture has an impact on EF, while in the dry and wet regimes the impact of soil moisture on TX is small (Schwingshackl et al., 2017) . Whenever the 25 soil moisture content crosses the regime borders, the soil moisture effect on EF and TX is a mixture of the sensitivities in the different soil moisture regimes. Schwingshackl et al. (2017) provide a theoretical approach that can easily be applied to quantify the effect of soil moisture variations on EF and TX based on the distinct sensitivities in the different soil moisture regimes. In the following, this approach is applied to investigate soil moisture-climate coupling in CMIP5 and in the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments. (Seneviratne et al., 2013) tackles the question to which extent soil moisture influences climate due to its impact on land-atmosphere coupling. GLACE-CMIP5, for which six CMIP5 modeling groups contributed the necessary model runs, includes three soil moisture experiments: 1) a control run (CTL) with interactive soil moisture and prescribed sea surface temperatures, sea ice, land use, and atmospheric CO 2 concentrations from the respective CMIP5 historical and Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5; Riahi et al., 2011) Figure 1b for CTL and Clim20C and in supplementary Figure S1 for CTL and ClimCTL.
While ClimCTL is aimed to eliminate the (short-term) interannual soil moisture variability, in Clim20C additionally long-term soil moisture trends are removed.
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Four out of the six available GLACE-CMIP5 models provide all necessary daily data for the analysis performed in this study. These are ACCESS, EC-EARTH, GFDL's ESM2M, and MPI-ESM-LR (see supplementary Table S1 ). The soil moisture prescription in ACCESS Clim20C has a known issue, namely a shift of the seasonal cycle between 2039/40 and 2089/90 (R. Lorenz, ETH Zürich, 2017, personal communication) . As we rely on own re-computed soil moisture climatologies (see Figure 1b and supplementary Figure S1 ) for the theoretical approach, this shift should, however, not affect the estimated effects. 
CMIP5
Additionally to the GLACE-CMIP5 runs, the output of 20 CMIP5 models (Taylor et al., 2012) from historical simulations and the RCP8.5 scenario is used. The models are selected based on the availability of the daily data that are necessary for performing the analysis. A list with all used CMIP5 models can be found in supplementary Table S1 .
While the analysis presented here uses total column soil moisture, the CMIP5 model standard output only provides daily 25 data for soil moisture in the top soil layer. For total column soil moisture only monthly data are available. Daily total column soil moisture θ is thus reconstructed using the water balance equation:
where P is precipitation, ET is evapotranspiration, R is total runoff, and ∆h snow is the change of surface snow (in water equivalent) between time steps (days) t and t + 1. The starting value θ(t = 0) can be chosen arbitrarily as for the analysis 30 applied here only soil moisture variability and trends are relevant. The reconstructed time series spans the period 1950 to 2100. Note that we do not consider the canopy reservoir as it is usually small. However, in regions with dense vegetation and shallow soils it might introduce some uncertainty in Eq. (1).
To remove any artificial drifts imposed by Eq. (1), the reconstructed daily total column soil moisture estimates are linearly detrended on each grid box individually. Additionally, the multi-year variability of the reconstructed time series is adjusted to match the variability of the monthly soil moisture data that are available in the CMIP5 archive: First, we subtract the three-year 5 running mean from the reconstructed daily data and, then, we add back the three-year running mean of the monthly CMIP5 soil moisture values (which are interpolated to daily values by cubic spline) to the reconstructed soil moisture series. To reassure that these corrected daily soil moisture values are in agreement with the CMIP5 soil moisture, monthly means of the corrected daily soil moisture values are compared to the CMIP5 monthly soil moisture content. We require that the correlation between both estimates over the whole period 1950 to 2100 is higher than 0.99 and that the root mean squared error is smaller than 10 10 % of the standard deviation of the monthly CMIP5 soil moisture. Grid points on which these criteria are not met are not considered in the analysis in the respective model. A map with the final number of CMIP5 models considered at each grid cell is shown in supplementary Figure S2 .
Data preparation
Soil moisture effects on climate are examined with two different measures. The experiment-based effect is obtained directly 15 from the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments, while the sensitivity-based effect is based on theoretical calculations of soil moistureclimate coupling and can thus be applied to both GLACE-CMIP5 and CMIP5 to emulate Clim20C and ClimCTL (see Sec- 
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(2017), the experiment-and sensitivity-based effects (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3) are estimated for twelve different 3-month subsets individually (i.e., all data from January-March, February-April,... December-February in the respective time period are pooled separately) and then averaged. The number of 3-month subsets on a grid point might be less than twelve since we require that all involved variables for calculating EF are positive (see Schwingshackl et al. (2017) for details).
By calculating the sensitivity-based effect, GLACE-style soil moisture prescriptions can be theoretically emulated with
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CMIP5 models (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). For this purpose, soil moisture values equivalent to the ones in Clim20C and
ClimCTL of GLACE-CMIP5 (see Figure 1b and supplementary Figure S1 ) are calculated for all CMIP5 models using the reconstructed daily total column soil moisture estimates and following the procedure for calculating prescribed soil moisture in the different GLACE-CMIP5 experiments (Seneviratne et al., 2013) . Similarly, θ Clim20C and θ ClimCTL is also calculated for the GLACE-CMIP5 models. By combining these soil moisture estimates with the distinct sensitivities of EF to soil moisture in the single soil moisture regimes the sensitivity-based effect can be estimated (see Section 3.2).
The analysis is performed for the time span 2070-2099 on each grid point individually. Additionally, for investigating the effect of soil moisture on the yearly maximum value of daily maximum temperature TX x five different time periods are used depending on the model-dependent year when global mean temperature increase ∆T glob reaches 1.0 K, 1.5 K, 2.0 K, 2.5 K, 5 and 3.0 K above preindustrial temperature levels. To be consistent with the GLACE-CMIP5 simulations, which only start in 1951, 1951-1970 is chosen as reference period for ∆T glob and 0.22 K is added to account for the T glob increase that happened between 1871-1890 and 1951-1970 according to the 20 CMIP5 models used in this study. ∆T glob is smoothed with a 20-year window to eliminate short-term variations in order to uniquely identify the year in which ∆T glob reaches 1.0 K, 1.5 K, 2.0 K, 2.5 K, and 3.0 K. The analysis is then performed considering data from a 20 year window centered around the selected year. 
Estimating the soil moisture effect on evaporative fraction
For the GLACE-CMIP5 models, the output of the three experiments CTL, Clim20C, and ClimCTL can be used to directly estimate the experiment-based effect of the different soil moisture prescriptions on EF. For this purpose, daily differences of soil moisture ∆θ and evaporative fraction ∆EF are calculated across experiments and the average effect of soil moisture shifts 20 on EF (i.e., ∆EF/∆θ) is quantified from the slope of a linear fit between ∆θ and ∆EF (without allowing for a constant term).
Additionally, ∆EF/∆θ estimates can be reproduced considering the three different soil moisture regimes according to the EF(θ) framework and the distinct sensitivities ∂EF/∂θ within them ( Figure 1a ). When soil moisture changes across regime limits, the average effect on EF can be assumed to be a mixing of the sensitivities in the respective regimes:
where θ start and θ end are the start and end soil moisture values. Whenever θ start and θ end are in the same soil moisture regime, ∆EF/∆θ is simply taken as the sensitivity ∂EF/∂θ in the respective regime. Moreover, we enforce that θ end cannot be lower than θ wilt since EF is zero below the wilting point.
Here ∆EF/∆θ is calculated for the difference between the soil moisture experiments CTL and Clim20C and, accordingly, between CTL and ClimCTL. θ start and θ end represent soil moisture values in two different experiments (e.g., θ start in Clim20C
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and θ end in CTL, as illustrated in Figure 1 ). The difference in EF is then calculated as a theoretical passage between θ start and θ end according to the EF(θ) curve. The term ∆EF/∆θ is computed for each day of the investigated time period (either 20 The calculation of the sensitivity-based effect requires only input data of CTL. Thus, additionally to the GLACE-CMIP5 models, it can be applied to CMIP5 model output, which represents the CTL experiment in this case. This allows to theoretically reproduce the GLACE-CMIP5 soil moisture experiments with all 20 CMIP5 models that provide the necessary (daily) data for 5 calculating the sensitivity-based estimates of soil moisture-climate coupling.
3.3 Estimating the soil moisture effect on temperature
Effect on daily maximum temperature
Due to the distinct impact of soil moisture on the magnitude of latent and sensible heat fluxes in the different soil moisture regimes, ∂TX/∂θ is also expected to take different values in the single regimes. To quantify the effect that soil moisture shifts 10 across the different experiments have on TX, an analogous calculation as in Eq. (2) can thus be applied, using TX instead of EF and considering the distinct sensitivities ∂TX/∂θ in the single soil moisture regimes:
Again, soil moisture and TX data are only used from CTL and thus the approach can be applied to CMIP5 data as well. For the GLACE-CMIP5 models the effect can further be directly estimated from the different model experiments by performing a 15 linear fit between the soil moisture and TX differences across the experiments, analogous to the experiment-based estimation of the soil moisture effect on EF. Multiplying ∆TX/∆θ by the mean soil moisture shift between the investigated experiments yields the average effect on TX caused by the soil moisture shift (denoted δTX θ ). Additionally, we estimate the effect that shifts in the lowermost (first) percentile of the soil moisture distribution between the investigated experiments have on TX (denoted as δTX θQ1 ). 
Effect on TX x
The sensitivity-based estimates can also be used to quantify the contribution of soil moisture to the projected changes of TX x .
For this purpose we first identify the day on which TX x occurs for each year and each grid point individually. Subsequently, the sensitivity-based soil moisture effect on TX is calculated by applying Eq. (3), using the sensitivity ∂TX/∂θ from the 3-month subset that is centered on the month in which TX x occurs and the soil moisture values in CTL and Clim20C (or CTL and 25 ClimCTL) on the day on which TX x occurs. Multiplying the obtained ∆TX/∆θ estimate with the soil moisture shift between the two considered experiments on that day results in the theoretical soil moisture effect on TX x . This procedure is performed for all considered years individually (that is, the 20 years surrounding a certain ∆T glob ), yielding 20 estimates, of which the mean is taken to get the average contribution. By subtracting these sensitivity-based TX x contributions from ∆TX x in CTL, it is possible to estimate the theoretical ∆TX x in Clim20C (and accordingly in ClimCTL). Moreover, for the GLACE-CMIP5 30 models these estimates can be compared to ∆TX x directly estimated from the experiments Clim20C and ClimCTL. Here and in the following we focus on the difference between the experiments CTL and Clim20C. The results when CTL and
ClimCTL are considered instead can be found in the supplementary information.
Occurrence of soil moisture regimes
The multimodel mean temporal share of the different soil moisture regimes (based on the twelve 3-month subsets) for the Many regions exhibit different regime shares in the two GLACE-CMIP5 experiments CTL and Clim20C (Figures 2d-f ).
Desert regions generally reveal an enhanced occurrence of the dry regime in CTL compared to Clim20C, which goes mostly at the expense of the transitional regime. In other regions the occurrence of the transitional regime increases in CTL. These hotspot The CMIP5 models show a very similar soil moisture regime distribution as the analyzed GLACE-CMIP5 models in the 20 CTL experiment (Figures 2g-i ). This is further confirmed when considering the global share of each soil moisture regime for the single climate models (supplementary Figure S3) . The four GLACE-CMIP5 models cover a similar spectrum as the 20 CMIP5 models and, thus, seem to be an appropriate CMIP5 model subset for assessing soil moisture effects on climate.
Emerging differences in soil moisture experiments 4.2.1 GLACE-CMIP5
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An overview of the comparison between different key measures that characterize the effect of soil moisture on EF and TX for the time period 2070-2099 is displayed in Figure 3 as multimodel median of the GLACE-CMIP5 models. The measures are on the one side calculated directly based on the differences across the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments CTL and Clim20C (i.e., experiment-based) and, on the other side, obtained from the combination of the sensitivities in the different soil moisture regimes (i.e., sensitivity-based, see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for details about the derivation). proaches. Yet, the experiment-based effects of soil moisture on TX are in general stronger than the sensitivity-based effects (see differences in Figure 3f ). This is particularly true for Canada, the USA, northeast Brazil, southern Africa, eastern Europe, and central Asia.
The average effect of soil moisture shifts on TX (that is δTX θ ) can be estimated by multiplying ∆TX/∆θ with the average soil moisture shift between the experiments CTL and Clim20C. The resulting values for δTX θ are displayed in Figures 3g-i .
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The experiment-and the sensitivity-based estimates yield similar results in South America, Africa, India, Southeast Asia, and partly in Australia. These are essentially the regions in which soil moisture shifts have an effect on EF (cf. Figures 3a-c) .
Especially in the Northern Hemisphere there are, however, some pronounced differences. This is reflected in the lower pattern correlation (r s = 0.42) compared to the two previous measures ∆EF/∆θ and ∆TX/∆θ. The experiment-based values show high effects on TX in Europe, central Asia, and partly North America, while the sensitivity-based estimates, in contrast, have 25 lower values in eastern Europe and central Asia and exhibit a dipole structure in North America.
The impact of shifts in the lowermost (first) percentile of the soil moisture distributions in CTL and Clim20C on TX (that is δTX θQ1 ) is shown in Figures 3j-l . The soil moisture effect on δTX θQ1 is more pronounced than the effect on δTX θ . This can be explained by two reasons: 1) in regions where soil moisture is predominantly in the wet regime, low soil moisture percentiles are more likely to enter the transitional regime than the mean of the distribution (see Figure 1a) , and 2) the lower tails of the soil 30 moisture distribution show a particularly strong shift between CTL and Clim20C (see Figure 1b) . TX is impacted by changes of low soil moisture percentiles primarily in Europe, Canada, Brazil, southern Africa, western Australia, and some parts of central Asia, yielding values that reach up to more than 3 K. Both estimation methods agree on the overall patterns (r s = 0.55).
Yet, the experiment-based estimates are higher in eastern Europe and Brazil, while the sensitivity-based estimates reveal higher values in the southern USA and northern Mexico. Overall, the experiment-and sensitivity-based estimates of the various measures agree rather well, in particular for ∆EF/∆θ.
Additionally, in the regions where soil moisture affects EF, both the experiment-and sensitivity-based estimates of δTX θ and δTX θQ1 reveal similar patterns and are of comparable strength. Figure 4 shows the same measures as the previous section but as multimodel median obtained from the sensitivity-based esti-5 mates of the CMIP5 models. Generally, the patterns are very similar to the results for the GLACE-CMIP5 models (cf. Figure 3 ), but the patterns are more pronounced and overall less noisy -likely a consequence of the larger CMIP5 model ensemble (20 models) compared to GLACE-CMIP5 (4 models). Both model ensembles highlight similar regions where the soil moisture effect on EF is high (Figures 4a and 3b ). In the CMIP5 models this effect is somewhat stronger in India, Southeast Asia, and the Mediterranean region. The soil moisture effects on TX (Figures 4b and 3e ) are stronger in CMIP5 in the Mediterranean 10 region, central Europe, South Africa, India, and Southeast Asia, while the GLACE-CMIP5 models show more pronounced effects in the southern USA/Mexico. For the TX differences triggered by the average soil moisture shifts between CTL and Clim20C (Figures 4c and 3h) , the CMIP5 models show higher values in the southern USA/Mexico, the Mediterranean, and South Africa. TX decreases provoked by soil moisture shifts (i.e., negative TX values in Figures 4c and 3h ) occur in Patagonia, eastern Africa, India, and Southeast Asia, but are less pronounced in CMIP5 compared to GLACE-CMIP5. The regions, in 15 which changes in the first soil moisture percentile have a strong effect on TX are more confined when using the CMIP5 models (Figures 4d and 3k) . They comprise mainly the southern USA/Mexico, the east side of the Andes in South America, central and eastern Europe, the Mediterranean, southern Africa, and China.
CMIP5
Overall, the patterns of the GLACE-CMIP5 and the CMIP5 models agree very well. However, the results should be used and interpreted cautiously in those regions, where the experiment-and sensitivity-based estimates for GLACE-CMIP5 reveal 20 differences ( Figure 3 , right column; see also Section 5).
Soil moisture effect on TX x
The soil moisture effect on TX x calculated from the sensitivity-based estimates is displayed in Figure 5 as multimodel median for the GLACE-CMIP5 and the CMIP5 models for the model-specific time when T glob increases by 1.5 K, 2.0 K, and 3.0 K with respect to preindustrial levels. Overall, the GLACE-CMIP5 models show a stronger (but more noisy) effect on TX x than 25 the CMIP5 models. The soil moisture contributions to TX x become larger for higher ∆T glob . Both model ensembles show strong soil moisture impacts on TX x in the southern USA/Mexico, the Gran Chaco region in South America, southern Africa, China, and western Australia. For Europe, the CMIP5 models predict higher soil moisture effects than the GLACE-CMIP5 models. In Canada, Alaska, and Asia the GLACE-CMIP5 models reveal high values, which are, however, not confirmed by the CMIP5 models. These high values in GLACE-CMIP5 are caused by both the ACCESS and the GFDL models, which exhibit 30 strong soil moisture shifts between the different experiments in those regions (not shown). The CMIP5 models predict a strong increase of the soil moisture effect on TX x at higher ∆T glob in the southern USA/Mexico and Europe (and to some extent also southern Africa and China), while elsewhere the impact on TX x remains approximately constant. Figure 6 shows the ∆TX x evolution as function of ∆T glob in six different SREX regions (see Section 3.1.3), in which soil moisture effects are expected to be important (e.g., Miralles et al., 2012; Schwingshackl et al., 2017; Vogel et al., 2017) . The shaded areas indicate the ∆TX x ranges directly obtained from the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments CTL and Clim20C. The red box-and-whisker plots represent 20-year average ∆TX x distributions in CTL around the indicated T glob levels. To account for the effect that soil moisture shifts between CTL and Clim20C have on TX x , the sensitivity-based soil moisture effect on 5 TX x is subtracted from the 20-year average ∆TX x (see Section 3.3.2). The resulting soil moisture effect-corrected ∆TX x is represented by the blue box-and-whisker plots. For CTL the experiment-based estimates reveal a faster increase for ∆TX x than for ∆T glob -a characteristic that was also shown by Seneviratne et al. (2016) and Vogel et al. (2017) . However, when soil moisture is prescribed according to Clim20C (blue range), the excess increase is almost completely offset (cf. Vogel et al., 2017) . The sensitivity-based ∆TX x estimates also show a slower increase of TX x for Clim20C (blue box-and-whisker 10 plots) compared to CTL (red box-and-whisker plots). In central North America, the Amazon, the Mediterranean, southern Africa, and northern Australia the sensitivity-based and the experiment-based ∆TX x estimates are in good agreement. Yet, the sensitivity-based estimates generally exhibit a smaller difference between CTL and Clim20C than the experiment-based estimates. In contrast to the good agreement in these regions, for central Europe the soil moisture effect calculated from the sensitivity-based estimates yields much weaker impacts than the experiment-based effect on ∆TX x .
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An overview of ∆TX x in CTL and Clim20C using the sensitivity-based estimates for both GLACE-CMIP5 and CMIP5 is shown in Figure 7 . Generally, both model sets give similar results. Especially in the Amazon and central Europe, the CMIP5 and the GLACE-CMIP5 estimations agree well. Yet, they also reveal differences in some regions. The CMIP5 models exhibit a narrower spread than GLACE-CMIP5 in central North America and the Mediterranean. In southern Africa and northern Australia the ∆TX x spread of CMIP5 is larger than the one of GLACE-CMIP5. In central North America and southern Africa 20 the CMIP5 models show on average stronger soil moisture effects on TX x than the GLACE-CMIP5 models, while in northern Australia the effects are lower.
Discussion
Estimating the effect of soil moisture on EF and TX based on the sensitivities in the single soil moisture regimes constitutes a simple and powerful tool to evaluate how soil moisture shifts across the different GLACE-CMIP5 experiments affect soil 25 misture-climate coupling. Because the soil moisture evolution is the only imposed difference between the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments CTL, Clim20C, and ClimCTL, the resulting climate effects can be directly attributed to differences in soil moisture.
The possibility to establish this causal link is a main advantage of the idealized GLACE-CMIP5 experiments. The good agreement between the experiment-and sensitivity-based estimates of the soil moisture effects on EF is also an indirect validation of the applied EF(θ) framework and gives confidence that it is able to represent cause-effect relations of soil moisture-climate 30 coupling.
To obtain the sensitivity-based estimates no other model data than the CMIP5 standard output is required. The methodology can thus be used to estimate soil moisture-climate coupling without the need of performing additional model simulations. Especially for investigating the soil moisture control on EF, the sensitivity-based estimates seem to give reliable results, as can be seen from the comparison with the experiment-based estimates in Figure 3a -c. Additionally, in the regions where soil moisture effects on EF are particularly pronounced, both the experiment-and the sensitivity-based estimates of δTX θ and δTX θQ1 agree well. This is a strong indication that in these regions the different soil moisture prescriptions in the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments affect TX directly by affecting EF, that is by the soil moisture control on the partitioning of net radiation 5 into latent and sensible heat fluxes.
Yet, there are some regions where the experiment-based and the sensitivity-based estimates of soil moisture-climate coupling disagree. There are two possible explanations for this. The first is based on the regime classification, which is central for calculating the sensitivity-based estimates. If soil moisture enters a certain regime only rarely, the regime classification might not be sensitive enough to distinguish this regime from the predominant one and the rare regime could thus be missed. As a 10 result, the sensitivities ∂EF/∂θ might be over-or underestimated yielding biased estimates for the average effect on EF (and similarly on TX). Secondly, prescribing soil moisture in the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments might not only influence the heat fluxes, but also lead to secondary effects caused by other soil moisture feedbacks. Berg et al. (2014) showed, for instance, that for the soil moisture experiments conducted with the GFDL model in addition to latent heat flux also leaf area index, cloud cover, and potential evaporation differ between the single experiments. As long as these effects feed back on evapo-15 transpiration, they can in principal be captured by the EF(θ) framework. However, the complex coupling between the land surface and the atmosphere can generate additional nonlinearities beyond the presence of a critical soil moisture threshold for evapotranspiration ( Figure 1a ) and, thus, influence the atmosphere by processes that are not taken into account by the EF(θ) framework.
Another important and maybe even more relevant aspect are non-local soil moisture effects on the atmosphere (e.g., Senevi-20 ratne et al., 2013; Koster et al., 2014) . For instance, thermal advection could be responsible for transporting temperature signals to regions downwind of the ones that experience strong local soil moisture-climate coupling (Seneviratne et al., 2013) . Differences in the patterns between the sensitivity-based estimates (which measure the local soil moisture-climate coupling strength) and the experiment-based estimates (which include both local and non-local effects) might thus give an indication about remote effects caused by soil moisture shifts. For example, the stronger TX signal in the experiment-based estimates in central North In several regions, the effect of soil moisture shifts on EF is connected to regime shifts between the different soil moisture experiments (see Figures 2d-f and 3 ). The effect on EF is however not only limited to the regions that exhibit regime shifts between the soil moisture experiments; also soil moisture changes within one soil moisture regime have an impact on climate.
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Moreover, the strong dependency of EF on soil moisture is not necessarily translated into effects on TX, as can for example be seen in the Sahel region, where soil moisture impacts EF but effects on TX are rather low. A region with particularly high impacts of soil moisture on TX is Europe. This region is of special interest because the experiment-based effect on TX clearly exceeds the sensitivity-based one (Figures 3g-l) , although Europe shows different soil moisture regime shares in the experiments CTL and Clim20C (Figure 2d-f effect on TX. As discussed above, the discrepancy between the experiment-and sensitivity-based estimates points to additional feedbacks (like circulation changes or soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks) that are not captured by the sensitivity-based estimation, but might be important for soil moisture-temperature coupling in Europe.
The effect of soil moisture on TX is in general expected to be strongest for extreme conditions (Hirschi et al., 2011; Fischer and Schär, 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2016; Vogel et al., 2017) . This is confirmed by our results showing a larger effect of shifts experiments. Again, this fact hints to some secondary feedbacks triggered by soil moisture shifts between the GLACE-CMIP5
experiments. These secondary effects on TX x seem to be largest in Europe, while in the other investigated regions the direct soil moisture effect explains most of the observed differences.
All the sensitivity-based estimates for GLACE-CMIP5 can be either obtained with soil moisture climatologies calculated according to the GLACE-CMIP5 protocol or with soil moisture directly taken from the respective GLACE-CMIP5 soil moisture 25 experiments. Here we use the former approach to be consistent with the calculation for the CMIP5 models. In general, the results are similar independent of the soil moisture choice for GLACE-CMIP5. Only in the Amazon and in southern Africa the ∆TX x spread is enhanced when using soil moisture directly from the GLACE-CMIP5 runs (not shown). The reason for this might be the unintended soil moisture shift in ACCESS in Clim20C (see Section 3.1.1).
When considering the differences between CTL and the transient soil moisture climatology ClimCTL (supplementary Fig-30 ures S5-S9), the soil moisture effect on TX and TX x is not as strong as for the difference between CTL and Clim20C. Only in middle-to-high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere (particularly in the USA, Europe, and China) there are some impacts on TX but they are considerably smaller than the effects in Clim20C. This confirms the finding of Vogel et al. (2017) that soil moisture impacts on extreme temperatures are due to long-term soil moisture trends rather than to changes in soil moisture variability alone.
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Conclusions
In this study we analyze the effect that different soil moisture prescriptions in the single GLACE-CMIP5 experiments have on evaporative fraction EF and daily maximum near-surface air temperature TX. The analysis is based on an idealized framework ( Figure 1a ) that describes the relation between soil moisture θ and EF by considering different soil moisture regimes (Koster et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2010) . This framework was found to be well suited to quantify the impact of soil moisture 5 on heat fluxes and daily maximum near-surface air temperature (Schwingshackl et al., 2017) , highlighting its applicability for studying soil moisture-climate coupling.
Using a theoretical approach based on the different sensitivities of EF and TX to soil moisture in the single soil moisture regimes, soil moisture-climate coupling in the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments can be quantified and explained. In particular, the effect of soil moisture shifts on EF and TX across GLACE-CMIP5 experiments can be reproduced ( Figure 3 ). Especially
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for the soil moisture impact on EF, the sensitivity-based estimates agree very well with estimations of the coupling strength calculated directly from the GLACE-CMIP5 soil moisture experiments. Moreover, in regions where soil moisture exerts control on latent heat fluxes, the impact of soil moisture on TX is reliably reproduced by the sensitivity-based estimates. Additionally, differences between the sensitivity-and the experiment-based estimates give an indication about non-local climate effects that are caused by soil moisture shifts between the different GLACE-CMIP5 experiments. The sensitivity-based approach 15 constitutes thus a powerful method to assess soil moisture-climate coupling in the GLACE-CMIP5 experiments. Furthermore, the good agreement between the experiment-and sensitivity-based estimates of the soil moisture effects gives confidence that the used approach based on the EF(θ) framework is able to represent cause-effect relations of soil moisture-climate coupling.
Since the sensitivity-based estimates only require input data from the control run (i.e., no additional simulations), the method can be applied directly to CMIP5 models. The obtained patterns of strong soil moisture-climate coupling for CMIP5 are in 20 accordance with the ones estimated with GLACE-CMIP5 (Figure 4) . Moreover, the larger CMIP5 model ensemble increases reliability and robustness of the calculated soil moisture effects on EF and TX.
Eventually, the soil moisture contributions to the yearly maximum value of daily maximum temperature TX x are quantified using the sensitivity-based estimates (Figures 5-7) . The results highlight the important impact of soil moisture on TX x in various regions on Earth. While in most of the investigated regions the sensitivity-and experiment-based estimations of 25 the soil moisture contributions to TX x agree, in central Europe the soil moisture contribution to TX x calculated from the sensitivity-based estimates is lower than the one directly obtained from the different GLACE-CMIP5 experiments. This points to secondary effects of soil moisture prescriptions on circulation, precipitation, and cloud cover (Seneviratne et al., 2013; Berg et al., 2015) that seem to be important, for example, in central Europe.
The presented theoretical approach using sensitivity-based estimates to quantify soil moisture-climate coupling in GLACE-
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CMIP5 constitutes a well suited tool that can be applied without the need of specific soil moisture prescription experiments.
Additionally, it can easily be applied to CMIP5 models to emulate GLACE-style soil moisture prescription in regions where local soil moisture-atmosphere feedbacks dominate. It provides thus an option to avoid costly climate model experiments and can be applied to various climate model environments for quantifying the soil moisture-climate coupling strength.
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